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1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

All ecosystems, be they natural or engineered, contain biological organisms that are bound by the principles of biological evolution. As such, biological evolution is often a central feature of many problems that are currently being tackled by environmental scientists. Yet fundamental principles from the discipline of evolutionary biology are rarely used in the analysis and mitigation of environmental problems, even when evolutionary processes are closely linked to their manifestation ([@bb0080]; [@bb0235]). Environmental scientists are particularly adept at reaching across disciplines to ensure that they have the knowledge and tools necessary to tackle complex environmental problems. Here we propose that a wider application of principles of evolutionary biology would help us achieve more sustainable solutions to environmental problems.

In brief, evolution is a process of heritable change in the phenotype of a population of organisms ([Box 1](#b0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}). While evolution can result from random genetic drift (representing "neutral" evolution), here we focus on adaptive evolution, defined as a change in population mean fitness in response to natural selection ([Box 1](#b0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Genetic and trait variation, and how such variation changes over time and space, are fundamental properties of living systems. There is mounting evidence that evolution is sufficiently fast in natural populations to be highly relevant for understanding how populations will respond to human-mediated environmental change ([@bb0190]; [@bb0185]).

Applying evolutionary principles to understand environmental problems is not a novel idea ([@bb0170], [@bb7000]), but widespread application is still limited ([@bb0235]). In the context of the biodiversity crisis ecologists are increasingly using evolutionary theory to help mitigate the loss of genetic and species diversity due to climate change and environmental pollution ([@bb0020]; [@bb0280]). Evolutionary theory is also critical to understanding the emergence of antibiotic resistance in microbes ([@bb0390]) and chemical resistance in pests ([@bb0145]). Plainly, evolutionary theory can be highly relevant to pertinent environmental problems, but it is not broadly applied. There is a frequent use of methods and technologies originating from evolutionary biology. In particular, molecular genetic methods are often used to characterise microbial community composition ([@bb0130]), and the patterns of gene expression of individual organisms and communities ([@bb0380]). While such methods are undeniably useful to gain functional insights, they are rarely used in environmental science to study evolutionary *processes*. The potential for evolutionary applications in environmental sciences is far reaching, and in the next sections we focus on core concepts of evolution and exemplify how they can be applied to a range of environmental problems in aquatic ecosystems.

1.1. The structure of evolutionary processes {#s0010}
--------------------------------------------

The structure and rate of change of heritable trait variation in living systems are particularly relevant for understanding environmental problems. Living systems are hierarchically structured, where the traits of individuals arise from the interpretation of the environment by genes (so called genotype-phenotype maps; ([@bb0210])). Individuals interact within populations, where average trait values change through evolutionary and environmental processes ([@bb0070]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0405]), and populations interact and evolve within multi-species communities ([@bb0500]). As a result of this hierarchical structure, human activities affecting one level of biological organization can have unanticipated outcomes at another level ([@bb0170]; [@bb0360]). For example, human activities that affect gene flow among populations can lead to the introduction of either beneficial alleles that help populations adapt to changing environments, or deleterious alleles that contribute to maladaptation of natural populations and thereby can potentially hinder conservation efforts ([@bb0300]). Despite the long held view that evolution is a slow process, it is now well established that the pace of heritable trait change can be sufficiently fast to affect population dynamics, species interactions, and ecosystem processes - i.e. evolution can act at ecological time scales ([@bb0175]; [@bb0470]). The dynamics of species interactions in natural communities are hence not simply a product of past evolution. Rather, evolutionary processes can shape trait distributions of populations (i.e. mean and variance) at a pace that is highly relevant for many environmental problems.

Evolutionary processes can either ameliorate or exacerbate environmental problems. Evolutionary adaptation, for example, can drive the recovery of populations, or even multi-species communities, from decline, in a process known as "evolutionary rescue" ([@bb0020]; [@bb0340]). In natural populations, evolution has rescued killifish from chemical pollution ([@bb6000]) and amphibians from acidification ([@bb5000]). In these cases, genetic adaptation has allowed for the persistence of populations in environments that would otherwise be unsuitable. Evolutionary novelty can also emerge in populations exposed to synthetic environments created by humans, and, in doing so, perform essential evosystem services ([@bb0435]). For example, the artificial sweetener acesulfame (ACE) is a persistent compound in aquatic environments because it is resistant to microbial-mediated biodegradation both in natural and wastewater treatment environments ([@bb0245]). Recent work suggests that the catabolism of this compound has evolved repeatedly in multiple wastewater treatment plants in Germany ([@bb0245]), possibly associated with a microbial consortium of proteobacterial species ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ). Identifying the evolutionary processes governing such bioremediation dynamics could help address the persistence of chemicals in our natural environments for which engineering solutions are lacking. On the other hand, evolutionary processes can also create novel environmental problems, or worsen existing ones. For example, the emergence and amplification of antibiotic resistance genes is a global problem, caused by the widespread overuse of antibiotics ([@bb0390]). In wastewater treatment plants, the concentration of antibiotic resistance genes may be amplified by evolution prior to water discharge into natural aquatic environments ([@bb0240]) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Understanding and monitoring the evolutionary process in wastewater treatment plants could improve our ability to limit the release of antibiotic resistance genes into natural environments ([@bb0125]).Fig. 1Two scenarios illustrating how microbial evolution within a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) can either cause a beneficial reduction in a pollutant concentration (ACE: the artificial sweetener Acesulfame) due to the evolution of catabolism of novel/synthetic compounds, or an unwanted increase in resistance genes in a microbial population due to positive selection in the treatment plant (Figure design by Peter Penicka, EAWAG).Fig. 1

2. Case studies {#s0015}
===============

In this section, we illustrate how a broader application of evolutionary theory can enable environmental scientists to craft better solutions for environmental problems. To this end, we use four examples from aquatic systems: (i) emergence and epidemiology of disease, (ii) renewable production of biofuels, (iii) chemical pollution, and (iv) outbreaks of algal blooms.

2.1. Disease dynamics in natural populations: when evolution kills or cures {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Diseases are among the most severe environmental problems. They are a threat to biodiversity ([@bb0145]; [@bb0320]), to food production ([@bb0475]) and to human health ([@bb0230]). Disease outbreaks are often caused by pathogens that have undergone a recent host shift or expansion of their geographic range ([@bb0135]; [@bb0330]). Most disease-causing organisms have large populations and short generation times, which generally facilitates rapid evolution. Consequently, disease emergence typically involves rapid co-evolutionary dynamics that stem from natural selection on both pathogen infectivity and host defense ([@bb0410]). Rapid evolutionary dynamics are expected to take place at the onset of disease emergence, governed by the pathogens\' and the hosts\' evolutionary history.

Disease emergence is often a consequence of human activities. Transport between continents can bring pathogens into naïve host populations that are, at least initially, defenseless; they can lack sufficient genetic variation for resistance because they do not have coevolutionary history with these pathogens. The crayfish plague provides a good example. *Aphanomyces astaci*, a pathogen of freshwater crayfish native to North America came to Europe with introduced American crayfish ([@bb0485]). American crayfish species had evolved a high tolerance of the pathogen, due to their long evolutionary history, but the pathogen proved devastating to stocks of European freshwater crayfish species ([@bb0205]). Likewise, human activities that modify ecosystems for food production can promote the emergence of locally highly virulent pathogens ([@bb0480]). For example, large monocultures of genetically homogenous plants can facilitate the evolution of host specialization ([@bb0355]), leading to evolutionary dynamics that are not commonly observed in natural ecosystems.

Evolutionary theory can be instrumental in helping to understand the origin and spread of diseases through populations. Increasingly, researchers can track disease dynamics over time by comparing genetic variation among isolates, and such data can help inform policy decision and management of viral diseases, such as COVID-19 ([@bb0015], [@bb0055]) and Ebola ([@bb0350]). Drug treatment is often the default approach used to control emergent bacterial and fungal diseases, but in some cases a single new drug can cause strong natural selection, and, combined with the high evolutionary potential of pathogens, this means that the expected time until drug resistance evolves can be short ([@bb0145]; [@bb0255]). For such scenarios, we need to develop evolution-aware strategies to avoid and control emergent diseases. For example, in the case of chemical treatments, combination therapy or the sequential application of different drugs can delay resistance evolution ([@bb0390]; [@bb0430]), and the development of 'evolution-proof' drugs is a particularly attractive idea ([@bb0025]). Alternative strategies include fighting the disease with agents that are able to evolve themselves, such as microbial symbionts that provide protection against the disease ([@bb0285]).

2.2. Renewable biofuels: when evolution fills our tanks {#s0025}
-------------------------------------------------------

The dwindling supply and the negative environmental impact of fossil fuels have spurred substantial research and investment into using biofuels as a renewable and sustainable source of energy ([@bb0445]). Among the many potential sources of biomass for biofuels, phytoplankton or "algal" biofuels are among the most efficient in terms of land-use and energy production per unit biomass (Y. [@bb0100]; Yusuf [@bb0095]). Until now, algal biomass production for biofuel has heavily focused on the production of single species with desirable properties, namely high lipid content, fast growth rates, and resistance to disease and grazers. However, farming monocultures is notoriously difficult because individual species or strains, be they algae or crops, can never possess all of the desirable traits for long-term stable crop production at high yields ([@bb0460]). The ideal species for maximum production would be unconstrained by the trade-offs inherent to all living systems. Yet such omnipotent organisms, known in evolutionary biology as Darwinian demons ([@bb0275]; [@bb0290]), do not exist and cannot be engineered. Nevertheless, sustainable yield of biofuels could be optimized by understanding the biochemical and biophysical basis of the fundamental trade-offs between growth rate, lipid production and traits that make better competitors, confer resistance to parasites, and are resistant to grazers ([@bb0450], [@bb0455]; T. [@bb0520]). Understanding the evolution of ecologically relevant traits, under different biotic and abiotic contexts, may improve the stability and efficiency of biofuel production.

The application of evolutionary theory to algal biofuel production is in its infancy, but holds immense potential. Algal populations are large and have short generation times. Usually the populations maintain high phenotypic and genetic diversity ([@bb0040]; [@bb0090]; [@bb0295]; [@bb0345]; [@bb0440]). Evolution in such populations can be fast if selection is strong ([@bb0490]; Takehito [@bb0515]). Harnessing the adaptive evolutionary potential of algal populations could help us explore the range of feasible trait space to obtain desirable trait combinations. For example, researchers are currently trying to simultaneously improve the yield of triacylglycerols in culture (used to produce fatty acid methyl esters needed used in biodiesel production), while concurrently maximizing population growth rates. Such trait combinations are normally mutually exclusive. Approaches include genetic engineering ([@bb0525]), directed evolution via successive rounds of mutagenesis and selection ([@bb0225]; [@bb0305]), and selection on the existing levels of genetic variation in a population ([@bb0370]; [@bb0455]).

While evolution might help us improve biofuel production ([@bb0250]), it might also culminate in undesirable outcomes. For example, engineering solutions based on evolutionary trade-offs might be eroded over time due to mutation, horizontal gene transfer, and recombination. Custom designed biofuel production systems should also consider the evolutionary consequences of rapid harvesting. For example, rare beneficial mutations arising during population expansion, might be periodically lost before they sweep to dominance in the populations ([@bb0060]; [@bb0455]). In short, evolution offers both promises and pitfalls for biofuel production.

2.3. Chemical pollutants: when evolution is, and is not, the solution to pollution {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chemical pollution is a global problem with a local character ([@bb0165]; [@bb0180]; [@bb0495]). Chemical pollution often stems from chemical pest control applied in agricultural production, as well as from the unwanted waste produced by human population growth and industrial activities. Wastewater treatment plants can only remove and target compounds that pass through the sewage system; many other compounds still enter the natural environment in a diffuse manner, especially from agriculture. These chemical compounds can have toxic effects on individual organisms and these effects can be enhanced when they occur in mixtures ([@bb0005]; [@bb0110]). For instance, pest control requires highly biologically active substances to target unwanted algae, fungi and arthropods. When pesticides then leak into ecosystems that are not the target of the application, this can change food web structure and influence ecosystem function ([@bb0465]).

Because pollution and the ecological context in which pollution occurs is often highly local, we can expect pollution to have many different evolutionary consequences in natural ecosystems. However, the biological effects of pollutants are typically studied using a limited number of model species and strains, usually in oversimplified ecological contexts that might underestimate their effects in nature ([@bb0425]). Furthermore, many of the approaches used in environmental science and ecotoxicology to assess the environmental effects of pollutants only test a few selected genetic lineages of organisms (e.g., single strains of *Daphnia*), and often ignore both within-population variation in sensitivity to pollutants and the effects of mixtures of pollutants on organisms. For example, morphologically similar but genetically distinct lineages of amphipods, within the *Gammarus fossarum* cryptic species complex, vary in their sensitivity to the fungicide tebuconazole and the insecticide thiacloprid ([@bb0140]). Such lineage diversity within species is rarely accounted for in typical assessments of pollutants on organisms ([@bb0425]). Synthetic chemicals present a particular challenge because the exposed organisms may lack the exposure history necessary for the emergence of an evolutionary adaptation. Synthetic chemicals can also act as mutagens that disrupt the homeostasis of organisms ([@bb0030]).

Chemical toxicity can rapidly drive populations to such small sizes that their persistence over time becomes threatened ([@bb0505]). Interestingly many classic studies about rapid evolution involve chemical pollution, such as the evolution of resistance to pesticides, resistance to antibiotics or mining-related metal pollution ([@bb0200]; [@bb0395]) and, more recently, pollutant induced elevated mutation rates and rapid adaptation ([@bb0035]; [@bb0120]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0395]). Evolutionary adaptation to chemical pollution can also rescue populations from extinction caused by demographic decline. For example, experimental *Daphnia* populations that were initially highly sensitive to metal contamination recovered rapidly via genetic adaptation ([@bb0195]). In another example, natural killifish populations inhabiting urban estuaries adapted to lethal levels of pollutants with genetic adaptations ([@bb0380]; [@bb0420]). Unsurprisingly, adaptation of a population can also be an unwanted outcome of management, such as when the evolution of resistance reduces the sensitivity of a species used in ecological risk assessment ([@bb0375]). Evolution\'s ability to alter the direction of responses to environmental change, such as that brought by chemical pollution, is one of the main arguments for including evolutionary concepts in environmental research. Finally, potential for evolutionarily based solutions to pollution comes from implementing bioremediation, such as designing microbial communities that have evolved the ability of biodegradation of chemicals ([@bb0325]).

2.4. Algal blooms: when evolution muddies the waters {#s0035}
----------------------------------------------------

Harmful algal blooms are often associated with eutrophication, pollution and climate change ([@bb0215]; [@bb0365]). Harmful algal blooms, which can persist for weeks or months, may foul drinking water, turn lakes anoxic and kill fish, and render lakes unacceptable for recreational use ([@bb0310]; [@bb0385]). Ecological theory suggests that blooms develop when nutrient input releases phytoplankton from control by grazers ([@bb0010]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0400]). Additionally, evolutionary processes are also relevant to the emergence, volume and toxicity of blooms. Indeed, we postulate that trying to manage harmful blooms without Darwin, is like trying to fly to the moon without Newton (modifying Andrew Read\'s concluding remark on his TEDMED talk on importance of evolutionary medicine: <https://www.tedmed.com/talks/show?id=7286>).

The trade-off between resource uptake and grazing resistance is at the root of the ecological and evolutionary causes of bloom biomass ([@bb0105]). Selective grazing by zooplankton will deplete edible algae and, subsequently, increase the abundance of well-defended algae ([@bb0175]; Takehito [@bb0515]). Harmful algal blooms are characterised by an array of defense traits that are favored by natural selection. Some algae produce compounds that are toxic to grazers, such as the neurotoxins, saxitoxins and domoic acid produced by dinoflagellates, cyanobacteria, and diatoms, respectively ([@bb0400]; [@bb0510]). Remarkably, toxin production varies widely both within and among populations. For example, some lineages entirely lack the genes for toxin production ([@bb0040]; [@bb0050]). The evolutionary dynamics of different toxic/non-toxic genotypes during algal blooms is likely driven by physiological trade-offs between costs of toxin production and resource uptake for growth ([@bb0040]; [@bb0075]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0270]). Such defense-growth trade-offs are likely important for the emergence of harmful algal blooms ([@bb0065]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0315]), but the selective factors that favor toxic variants in bloom forming algae are not fully understood. Identifying the evolutionary processes involved in algal blooms would likely help us predict which algal blooms might turn toxic. In a first step, reliable prediction would enable the avoidance of risks associated with toxic algal blooms (e.g. by timely establishment of exclusion zones), and in a second step, it could inform mitigation measures to reduce the occurrence of algal blooms (e.g. by influencing relevant selective forces such as nutrient input).

3. Evolving the environmental sciences {#s0040}
======================================

Evolutionary processes are often an inescapable and critical component of both understanding and solving environmental problems. The evolution of resistance genes will continually challenge our efforts to halt diseases through the development of new drugs, highlighting the need to complement efforts in drug discovery with the development of evolution-aware application strategies. A better appreciation of evolution\'s limits and, in particular, the impossibility of Darwinian demons, is critical to meeting our energy demands by matching algal genotypes with optimal environmental conditions for biofuel production. In a similar vein, choosing strains that have evolved tolerance to pollutants might help sustain populations in deteriorating environments, while strains naive to pollution might be a more conservative option when assessing ecological risk to chemical pollutants. Engineering solutions in waste-water treatment plants might be improved if we could harness evolution\'s power to help biodegrade persistent compounds ([@bb0045]). Other environmental problems with limited engineering-oriented solutions could be tackled with evolutionary perspectives. For example, biocides may be applied to combat algal blooms, but it is notoriously difficult to predict the timing, duration and toxicity of algal blooms. A better understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of such systems, gained, for example, by tracking environmental change in real-time and linking those changes with environmental sources of natural selection, could help us predict the outbreaks of toxic algae.

Indeed, there is a growing need in many areas of environmental science to efficiently forecast ecosystem change across natural and human-induced gradients ([@bb0415]) and to understand the consequences of such changes for ecosystem (and evosystem) services ([@bb0115]; [@bb0435]). This is particularly relevant for ecosystems that provide vital services to society, but are also sensitive to anthropogenic impacts. Predictions about complex ecological systems are challenging and require solid understanding of ecological and evolutionary mechanisms behind population growth, genetic and trait diversity, trait-environmental relationships, trade-offs, and community dynamics. Such principles are present in the environmental science literature, but are only sporadically applied to solve environmental issues.

It is possible that prevailing misconceptions about the pace and prevalence of evolution may be blocking the integration of evolution into the environmental sciences. First, the pace of evolutionary adaptation is not only set by the rate of mutations and the subsequent rate of increase of novel alleles in the population. Instead, the rate of adaptation, i.e. the increase in mean population fitness over time, is directly proportional to the genetic variance in a population that can respond to natural selection ([@bb0150]). Evolution from existing levels of heritable trait variation in a population can be much quicker and more predictable than expected based on evolution driven via new variants in the population that arise solely by mutation. Second, evolution is neither rare nor a special case. The challenge for environmental science is to determine the relative importance of evolution, either for causing or for ameliorating a particular environmental problem.

Overall, we argue that evolutionary principles are a useful resource for coming up with solutions to environmental problems. On the one hand, seemingly rational solutions might require some 'evolution proofing' to effectively anticipate and limit any potential negative impacts of evolution on the expected outcomes of our interventions. On the other hand, evolution itself can be a powerful design strategy for solving environmental problems. Design by directed evolution, for example, has made considerable progress developing novel enzymes ([@bb9000]), and configuring communities to perform specific functions that improve environmental conditions ([@bb8000]). Natural selection is a powerful force that can efficiently explore the combinatorial trait space that organisms could theoretically occupy. The trait space of living systems is replete with opportunities to solve environmental problems, and natural selection might often outpace our own ability to find these solutions. Perhaps a way forward is to relinquish our engineering hubris in favor of a problem solving strategy that is either informed by, or directed by, evolution. Environmental science has a rich history of interdisciplinarity. A stronger integration with evolutionary biology would improve our ability to address global societal challenges in general ([@bb0080]), and environmental challenges in particular.

Box 1The four forces of evolution.MutationMutations are random, heritable changes in the sequence or structure of a gene. They include substitutions of individual bases in the DNA sequence, insertions and deletions of DNA fragments, and structural rearrangements of chromosomes. New variants of the same gene generated by mutation are referred to as alleles. Mutations can be neutral, meaning they do not affect the phenotype of their carrier, advantageous in specific environments, meaning they affect the phenotype such that it increases survival and/or reproduction, i.e. fitness, or deleterious in specific environments. For example, a mutation that confers resistance to a pesticide may be beneficial in an environment where the pesticide is present but detrimental in an environment where the pesticide is absent. Mutations are the ultimate source of genetic variation and provide the original resource for adaptive evolution and biological innovation.Natural selectionNatural selection is the process of unequal survival and reproduction among individuals due to differences in phenotype. Some individuals of the population are more likely to survive and reproduce because they have trait combinations that make them better at coping with the current environment than other individuals. Assuming that the phenotypic traits under selection are heritable, i.e. trait values are transmitted across generations, the favorable traits, which represent 'good genes', will be passed to the offspring. In this way, the frequency of the 'good' gene variants will increase in the population, leading to evolutionary adaptation.Gene flowGene flow is the exchange of genetic material between populations. It occurs when individuals or their gametes migrate into a new population and reproduce. Gene flow can bring new alleles (i.e. genetic variants) into the receiving population and thereby influence the potential for this population to evolve. Gene flow can be maladaptive, and reduce the fitness of the local population, or adaptive. If migration is sufficiently high and migrant genes are not selected against, gene flow will homogenize allele frequencies and reduce genetic differences in the genetic composition of populations.Genetic driftGenetic drift is the stochastic change in allele frequencies over generations. It occurs because allele frequencies in populations can deviate by chance from those of the parental generation, due to the random sampling of gametes. It affects particularly small populations. It can lead to the loss of genetic variation and the accumulation of deleterious mutations and, as a result, constrain a population\'s adaptation to changing environmental conditions.Alt-text: Box 1
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